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Product Description Size Picture Price 
per 
unit 

Order 
QTY 

1 Car Foam Wash  
Karshine Red Series 
Red Series  

Car Foam Wash-Red series is 
designed to clean all pollution 
build-up such as tough stains, 
bird droppings, grease and 
road grime etc.  On paintwork 
this formula will reduce water 
adhesion, leaving it with a 
smooth shine. 
 

500 ml  $29.95  

2 Asphalt Stain 
Remover- 
Karshine Red Series 
Asphalt And Tar 
Bug Remover 
   

Asphalt Stain remover - Red 
series is designed to remove 
asphalt stains and other road 
pollution build-up such as tar, 
bugs and other adhesives etc.  
It will remove stains easily 
without damaging paintwork. 
 
 

500 ml  $29.95  

3 Car Polish 
Karshine Red Series 

Car Polish is designed to give 
high gloss to the paint surface.  
Its formulation is suitable for 
both hand and machine tools.  
It can be used to polish all 
types of vehicles. 
 
 

500ml  $29.95  

4 Tire Shine Plus- 
 Karshine Red Series 

Tire Shine Plus is formulated 
with silicone that will prevent 
tyres from premature ageing, 
cracking and browning etc.  Its 
special formula will give 
rubber its natural black colour. 
 With added UV Protection, it 
will also protect rubber from 
UV rays that cause fading. 

500ml  $29.95  

5 Leather Care  
Karshine Red Series 

Leather Care Karshine is 
formulated to clean all leather 
and vinyl surfaces.  It will 
remove tough stains without 
damaging the leather and vinyl 
surfaces. 
 
 

500ml  $29.95  

6 Leather 
Conditioner 
Karshine Red Series  

Leather Conditioner is 
formulated to prevent all 
leather and vinyl surfaces from 
a dry and brittle condition.  It 
will give a soft and smooth 
feeling to leather and vinyl 
without damaging the surfaces. 
 

500 ml  $29.95  
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7 Ultra Wax  
Karshine 

Ultra Wax is especially 
developed to protect all types 
of leather.  Restores vinyl and 
leather to original appearance 
and gloss in minutes.  Easy to 
apply, fast drying and requires 
no buffing.  Protects against 
deterioration, hardening and 
cracking.  It is also suitable for 
all rubber and vinyl.  It contains 
a sweet scent of perfume and 
natural oil that prevent 
excessive drying but rather 
gives long lasting shine. 
 
 

135 ml 

 

$29.95  

8 Scratch Remover   
Karshine 

The karshine scratch remover 
is guaranteed to be the most 
effective way to remove fine 
scratches and swirls from 
automotive paint by hand; 
-removes light surface 
contaminants, oxidation and 
blemishes. 
- enhances paint colour and 
clarity.  

475 ml 

 

$64.95  

9 Ultra Wax  
Karshine 

Ultra Wax is especially 
developed to protect all types 
of leather.  Restores vinyl and 
leather to original appearance 
and gloss in minutes.  Easy to 
apply, fast drying and requires 
no buffing.  Protects against 
deterioration, hardening and 
cracking.  It is also suitable for 
all rubber and vinyl.  It contains 
a sweet scent of perfume and 
natural oil that prevent 
excessive drying but rather 
gives long lasting shine. 
 
 

135 ml 

 

$29.95  

10 Car Wax  
Karshine Power 
Wax  

Car wax -Karshine Power Wax 
is formulated with Carnuaba 
Wax which helps brighten 
paint color.  This formula helps 
clean pollution build-up and 
polishes out fine scratches. 
Wipe off is easy and streak free. 
 
 

475 ml  $49.95  
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11 Leather 
Conditioner 
Karshine Ultra Wax 

Leather conditioner -Ultra Wax 
is especially developed to 
protect all types of leather.  
Restores vinyl and leather to 
original appearance and gloss 
in minutes.  Easy to apply, fast 
drying and requires no buffing.  
Protects against deterioration, 
hardening and cracking.  It is 
also suitable for all rubber and 
vinyl.  It contains a sweet scent 
of perfume and natural oil that 
prevent excessive drying but 
rather gives long lasting shine. 
 
 

1000m
l 

 $49.95  

12 Super Clear Polish 
Karshine 

This super clear polish product, 
is formulated with a new 
scientific breakthrough that 
uses rock oil based mixes with 
synthetic and hard waxes to 
ensure long lasting protective 
firms that provide a high gloss 
and deep crystal finish. The 
crystal clear liquid leaves no 
white residue on the paint and 
helps prevent paints from the 
suns damaging UV rays, acid 
rains and other pollutants.  

475 ml 

 

$54.95  

13 Wet  Shine  
Karshine 

Wet Shine provides a brilliant 
shine in a fraction of the time. 
The ultimate spray and shine 
product provides a hard shell 
protection without the work of 
traditional paste waxes. The 
easy to use formula is safe to 
use on all non-porous 
automotive surfaces and lasts 
for months. 

 Long-Lasting 
Protection for all paints 

 No rubbing - just apply 
and wipe dry 

 Formulated with  
premium Carnauba wax for 
increased shine and 
durability 

 Provides protection 
and shine in a fraction of the 
time. Simply spray then 
wipe 

 Leaves no powdery 
residue and is perfect for 
clear coat finishes 
 

 

500ml  $39.95  
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14 Leather 
Conditioner 
Karshine Iseries 
Icare  

iSeries - iCare is a premium 
leather conditioner with 
moisturising formulation that 
gives superior conditioning to 
rejuvenates and protects 
leather from cracking and 
drying. 
- Maintain leather original look 
and feel 
- Protect without leaving any 
white residue 
For best results, use Karshine 
iSeat to clean the leather. 
 
 

475 ml  $89.95  

15 Karshine Iseries 
Iclear  

Karshine iClear is a 
multipurpose cleaner for all 
kind of fabrics including 
carpets,upholstery, velvet's, 
cloths etc. 

475 ml  $89.95  

16  Clear Wax 
Karshine Iseries 
Ifast  

iSeries - iFast is a premium 
clear formula wax that 
provides long lasting brilliant 
shine & UV protection without 
effort. Just spray on and wipe 
off. 
- Won’t leave white residue 
- Removes light dust, pollution, 
bird droppings, bugs and water 
spots 
- Can be applied in direct 
sunlight without streaking 

475 ml  $89.95  

17 Premium Leather 
Cleaner  
Karshine Iseries 
Iseat  

iSeries - iSeat is a premium 
leather cleaner that will 
remove dirt stain on leather 
surface without leaving any 
white residue. It’s Lanolin 
formulation will help soften 
leather skin. 
-pH balanced and special 
formula designed for safe and 
effective cleaning of leather. 
-Removes common food stain, 
spills, dirt & soil. 
-With regular use, it will 
extends and maintains the 
natural life leather. 
 
For best results, after cleaning 
use Karshine iCare to restore 
and maintain moisture balance 
of the leather. 

475 ml  $89.95  
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18 Karshine Car Wax  Karshine Car Wax is 
formulated with Carnauba wax 
which helps brighten paint 
colour.  It helps to clean 
pollution build-up and removes 
fine surface scratches.  Wipe off 
is easy and streak free. 

 

340 g 

 

$34.95  

19 Karshine Car Wax  This is legendary product 
Karshine Car Wax is especially 
designed to give extra high 
gloss shine to all types of 
surfaces such as car paints, 
metal parts, fibreglass, 
chromium etc. Its special 
formula can clean fine surface 
scratches, water marks, bird 
droppings and other pollution 
build-up.  It will give a smooth 
and long lasting shine. 

- prevent abrasion to your cars 
surface adding maximum hard 
shell shine-protection for a rich 
deep, long lasting shine. -Easy 
on, easy off formulation.. 

475 ml  $35.95  

20 Multi Purpose 
Cleaner  
Karshine Wonder 
Klean  

The Multi-purpose cleaner- 
Wonder Klean product is a 
versatile cleaning product 
effective in removing deep dirt 
stains such as the stains of oil, 
coffee, grease, lipstick, fabric 
and carpet etc. 

500 ml  $34.95  

21 Upholstery And 
Stain Remover- 
Karshine  
Upholstery & Stain 
Protection 
 
 

The Multi-purpose cleaning 
foam product - Upholstery & 
Stain Protection is effective in 
removing deep dirt stains such 
as the stains oil, coffee and 
grease. Suitable for carpets, 
fabrics, vinyl, leather, glass, 
chrome, etc. For cleaning in 
cars, in Home and office. 

720 ml  $49.95  

22 Black Shine(Spray) 
Karshine 

Black shine is especially 
designed to clean and protect 
rubber from harmful sunlight 
that cause discolouration, 
premature aging and cracked 
of tires. It’s new formula will 
endure rain and washing which 
gives tire longer lasting life and 
brilliant shine. 

500 ml  $34.95  
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23 Wonder Oil  
Karshine 

The wonder oil is used to 
remove stains, lubricating and 
moisture. Also the product can 
be used to loosen screws and 
bolts that are locked or tighten, 
lubricate stuck parts, reduce 
noise from friction, and coat all 
kinds of metal parts to prevent 
corrosion, and remove rust, 
dirt stains and sticky stains. 

400ml  $24.95  

24 Wonder Oil  
Karshine 

The wonder oil is used to 
remove stains, lubricating and 
moisture. Also the product can 
be used to loosen screws and 
bolts that are locked or tighten, 
lubricate stuck parts, reduce 
noise from friction, and coat all 
kinds of metal parts to prevent 
corrosion, and remove rust, 
dirt stains and sticky stains. 

200ml  $21.95  

25 Easy Shine  
Karshine 

Tire cleaning and coating 
product is used to clean and 
coat the tires in same time to 
protect the tires without drying 
and fading due to UV radiation 
and pollutions, as resulting, the 
tires keeps as looking new, 
shine, bright based on the tire 
condition. Special agent is 
contained to prevent that dog 
urines to the tries as well. 

720 ml  $19.95  

26 Leather And 
Rubber  Protector 
– 
Karshine Super New 
Brite  

Super New Brite is a Coating 
product for rubber, leather and 
plastic also it has cleaning and 
polishing properties to prolong 
rubber life and prevent drying 
and fading from UV rays, 
sunlight and pollution.  

720 ml  $20.85 
 

 

27 Tire Black Paint- 
Karshine Tire Black 

Tire Black is especially 
designed to clean and protect 
rubber from harmful sunlight 
that causes discoloration, 
premature aging and cracking 
of tyres. Its new formula will 
endure rain and washing which 
gives tyres longer lasting life 
and brilliant shine. 

150 ml  $12.95  

28 Pure Carnauba 
Wax  
Karshine 

Karshine’s pure Carnauba wax 
is designed to be the one-step 
plan for paint preservation. It is 
formulated to clean and protect 
in just one application. Pure 
Carnauba Cleaner Wax is 

150g  34.95  
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especially effective on 
fiberglass and gel coats. 

   1 step plan for paint 

preservation 

 Cleans, polishes & 

protects in one easy 

application 

 Restores colour 
 

29 Car Polish- 
Karshine Super 
Clear Polish  

This super clear polish product, 
is formulated with a new 
scientific breakthrough that 
uses rock oil based mixes with 
synthetic and hard waxes to 
ensure long lasting protective 
firms that provide a high gloss 
and deep crystal finish. The 
crystal clear liquid leaves no 
white residue on the paint and 
helps prevent paints from the 
suns damaging UV rays, acid 
rains and other pollutants.  

2000m
l 

 $112.8
6 

 

30 Liquid Cleaner 
And Conditioner 
Karshine Back To 
Back 

Karshine Back to Back is a 
specially compounded liquid 
cleaner and conditioner for use 
on clear coat, lacquer, enamel, 
acrylic, lucite and fiberglass 
finishes.  This unique formula 
is excellent for heavy cleaning 
to remove grime, oxidation, 
road tar, tree sap, bird 
droppings and bugs.  This 
cleaner will remove rust from 
chrome surfaces.  Also ideal for 
removing fine scratches and 
restoring the finish on dull 
faded paint.  Wipe off is easy 
and streak free. 

 

150ml  $34.95  

31 Bike Shine- 
Karshine  Bike 
Shine(Shine And 
Protects) 
 

Bike Shine is designed to give 
vinyl, plastic and rubber part 
components of your 
motorcycle that long lasting 
shine.  It will help protect it 
from the sun’s UVA and UVB 
rays that cause fading and 
cracking prematurely.  It does 
not leave sticky residue on 
material surfaces. 

150ml  $14.95  
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32 Bike Wax – 
 Karshine  Bike wax 
(Extra High Gloss) 

Bike Wax is designed to 
remove very fine surface 
scratches and give you a glossy 
shine all over your motorcycle.  
It can be used on the metal, 
chromium, plastic & fibreglass 
parts. 
 
 

150ml  $14.95  

33 Car Shampoo 
Flower  

Car Shampoo is created to 
clean tough dirt and road grime 
on paint surfaces.  All you need 
is 50ml of Karshine Car 
Shampoo to about 10 litres of 
water giving you up to 16 
washes per bottle.  Its soft foam 
and nice fragrance leaves paint 
finish with a bright and clean 
shine. 

 

800 ml  $15.95  

34 Car Shampoo 
Lavender 

Car Shampoo is created to 
clean tough dirt and road grime 
on paint surfaces.  All you need 
is 50ml of Karshine Car 
Shampoo to about 10 litres of 
water giving you up to 16 
washes per bottle.  Its soft foam 
and nice fragrance leaves paint 
finish with a bright and clean 
shine. 

 

800 ml 

 

$15.95  

35 Car Shampoo 
Lemon 

Car Shampoo is created to 
clean tough dirt and road grime 
on paint surfaces.  All you need 
is 50ml of Karshine Car 
Shampoo to about 10 litres of 
water giving you up to 16 
washes per bottle.  Its soft foam 
and nice fragrance leaves paint 
finish with a bright and clean 
shine. 

 

800 ml 

 

$15.95  

36 Karshine Easy Wax Karshine Easy Wax is 
formulated with Carnuaba wax 
which helps brighten paint 
colour.  Helps clean pollution 
build-up and removes fine 
surface scratches.  Wipe off is 
easy and streak free. It can be 
used on paint, metal or 
fiberglass. 

150ml  $29.95  
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37 Micro Fibre Cloths  
Karshine 

Give your vehicle a clean-and-
shine with these lint-free 
cleaning cloths. After cleaning 
up, just toss them in the washer 
and reuse them again. Machine 
wash and dry. Material100% 
polyester. 

40 x 40cm 

 (3 in  

Pack) 

 19.95  

38 German Cloth Pack  Use from vehicles to 
house surfaces, such as 
appliances, countertops, 
furniture, flooring and 
windows. 

 Super Absorbent! No 
drips.  

 Safe, no-scratch 
material is great for any 
smooth surface. 

 

  19.95  

39 Jumbo Car Sponge The Jumbo Car Sponge does not 
stray from tradition, featuring 
an easy-grip dog bone shape 
and is made from a high quality 
foam providing a high level of 
foaming and absorption.  
Features: 
• Easy-grip, dog bone shape. 
• Ideal for Cars/Boats etc. 
• High Foaming 

  19.95  

40 Drying Sponge Soft  Ergonomic shape, for fast 

& easy use 

 Suds & water absorption 

 Lint free & machine 

washable 

 Premium construction 

for the fussy car lover 

 

  19.95  

41 Drying Sponge 
Strands 

 Magic Drying Sponge 
Strands  for Cars and 
Home Cleaning  

 High density fibre 
chenille, effectively 
absorb dust Coverage 
area  

 Wet and dry dual-us 
 

  19.95  

42 Chamois Towel 
Standard 

The Chamois towel is designed 
not to stick or grab onto the 
paintwork. This not only makes 
it a pleasure to use but 
significantly reduces the 
chances of trapped dirt 
particles being dragged causing 
scratches. It is designed to 
leave the surface completely 
dry with a streak free finish. 

  19.95  
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